Go from **ZERO** to **SEARCH** in minutes

**Get your data stack as a service**

Keboola is a Data Stack as a Service platform that takes care of all your data demands. You can connect to your data with more than 250 integrations, build ETL/ELT and other pipelines, automate them, or create one-click workflows with our data templates. Keboola uses SQL, Python or R for business logic and data transformations. Select one of our AWS or Azure cloud environments or let us help you set up one of your own. On top of that you get enterprise-grade data governance over your entire stack. We offer a ready to go solution enabling you to customize, build your own integrations or components, or combine it with your existing data architecture. Do more with data today, and leave the rest to us.

**Stop wasting time, focus on delivering value from day one**

Connect Keboola to ThoughtSpot with just a few clicks and enjoy search & AI-driven analytics. So simple to use, that anyone from your company can create, consume, and operationalize data-driven insights. ThoughtSpot delivers a consumer-grade front end to Keboola's data stack as a service. Partnership made in data heaven.

[www.keboola.com](http://www.keboola.com)